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From Proto-Egyptian to Coptic:
The Consonants
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Coptic Dialects
In the 3rd and 4th centuries Coptic appears in a
considerable number of local varieties. As the country is
more or less one-dimensional the conditions for the
development of a dialect continuum are ideal. This is,
however, disrupted by the standard dialect Sahidic which
probably goes back to the import into Upper Egypt of a
Delta idiom in pre-Coptic times. Furthermore it must be
stated that the northernmost dialect, Bohairic, differs in
structure from the valley dialects in more than one basic
respect; there are linguists who regard it as a language of
its own, rather than a dialect.

A In the vast South (Akhmîm to Aswân), a
rather conservative dialect prevails, viz.
Akhmîmic (originally thought to be centered at
Akhmîm)
L To the North of it, around Asyût\, is the
realm of a dialect cluster that shares features
with Akhmimic, yet has many characteristics of
its own; it is today called Lycopolitan
(= Asyûtic), though it emerged in Coptic linguistics as
Subakhmimic (abbreviated as A2), a term that can be met
with even today.
Not only Christian orthodox literature is written in it, but also
Manichaean and Gnostic works. It is also the idiom of the
Manichaean commmunity at Dakhla oasis: an astonishing
discovery of the past years.

M The youngest Coptic dialect, in respect to its
recognition by philology, is the Middle Egyptian
(Mesokemic) or Oxyrhynchite dialect.
F The Fayyûmic dialect, however, is known
since many years. A very conspicuous feature is
its lambdacism: it has lambda in most words that
have rho elsewhere.
B Bohairic (Arabic Buh\ayri, vernacular Beh\êri, “of the
Beheyra province [lit. “the lake”]”, Western Delta) is known
still longer; it is, however, a late-comer historically: earliest
texts are from the 5th/6th century; however, the great mass of
them is from the 10th century onward, after it had succeeded
Sahidic as the standard language.

S By the 5th century, one idiom has gained
overall importance, viz. Sahidic (Arabic S|a>îdi
“of the Upper Land”, “Upper Egyptian”), at the
expense of most others. When the Copts
started to use their own language for letters,
business and legal documents, in the 6th
century, Sahidic was the idiom to be used. In
the Fayyûm area, however, a form of the local
dialect F was in use.

The original geographical realm of Sahidic ...
... has long been disputed. A structural analysis
of phonetics and morphology shows that it is
very close to Lycopolitan, except for the quality
of the stressed vowels, which are similar to
those of Bohairic (“á/ó vocalism”, as against the
“é/á vocalism” of FMLA). A hypothesis that is
now widely accepted suggests that the “á/ó
vocalism” is a Lower Egyptian innovation of the
mid-first millennium BC that was imported into
Upper Egypt as a prestige idiom. In the
Lycopolitan area this developped to what we
know as Sahidic.

Sahidic ...

Sahidic was used as the standard idiom until 10th
century. By then it was on the one hand severely
theatened by the Arabization of the Egyptian
townspeople, and on the other hand, the predominance of
Sketian monasticism caused the Delta dialect Bohairic to
become the new standard.

Sahidic ...

Sahidic texts are extant from the 3rd to the 10th
century. It is understandable that this idiom is
not thoroughly uniform. Whereas this is true
of literary texts, the documentary texts may
show much more deviation from the standard
language. Very often, this can be explained as
an influence of the local dialect substratum.

Many more local dialects ...
The dialects mentioned here are the major
idioms. Besides, linguists have discerned
several others, often attested in one text only,
like P = “Palaeo-Theban”, idiom of Pap.
Bodmer VI, or I, idiom of the “Ascension of
Isaiah”, or K, idiom of a text fragment from
Karanis. For linguistic research these
“small” dialects are extremely important.

Consonants in Dialect Variation
The Delta Dialect: B

The Valley Dialects: FMSLA etc.

NB:
In F, l for r in most lexemes.
F len : S ran “name”; F lvmi : S rvme “man”; F talka : S tarko
“conjure”; but F beri : S bRre “new”
In A, often k for q of FMSL.
A nak : S noq “big”; A ekooé : S eqooé “Nubian”
In A, regularly $ [x] for the à of FMSL and the ; of B where it
continues Egyptian X and non-palatalized x.
A $ise : S àise, B ;isi “be troubled” < *XìsVt ; A $vnt : S àvnt ,
B ;vnt “approach” < *xànVt
In A, regularly $ [x] for the é of BFMSL where it continues Egyptian
palatalized x.
A $vpe : S évpe “become” < *xàpVr; A saane$ : S saané
“make live” < *sáanåx.

Typical features of Valley & Fayyumic Coptic (FMSLA)
Coptic has no voiced stops.
Its unvoiced stops, viz. p, t, è, q, k, obviously have lenis
articulation [b≤], [d≤], etc.
Cf. Arabic place names like Dandara, from tNtvre; Idfu,
from tbv; etc.
For native speakers of Coptic, it was hard if not impossible
to distinguish between voiced and unvoiced stops of, say,
Greek.
Therefore frequent interchange of b and p, d and t, etc.
B has no voiced stops either. It has two unvoiced series:
aspirated and unaspirated.

Vowels in Dialect Variation
á/ó dialects (SB) versus é/á dialects (FMLA)
B
son

F
san

M
san

S
son

L
san

A
san “brother”

las
ran

les
len

les
ren

las
ran

les
ren

les “tongue”
ren “name”

An additional shift (Southern Egypt only): LA: ó’ for *aå÷
B
F
M
S
L
A
ro
la
ra
ro
ro
ro “mouth”
tot_ taat_ taat_ toot_ toot_ toot_ “hand”

The stressed zero vowel of SLA: e in B, h/e in F, zero or e in M:
B
F
M
S
L
A
went bhnt/bent
wNt wNt wNt wNt “worm”
sebi shbbi
sebbe sBbe sBbe sBbe “circumcise”
unstressed zero vowel of SLA: e in BFM:
B
F
M
S
L
A
remàe lemàh remàh rMàe rMàe *rMàe “free”
r´mhé<
LA: oy [u:] for BFS v when < *ō÷ < *ā÷, but otherwise v [o:]
M: v [o:] for BFS v when < *ō÷ < *ā÷, but otherwise o [ø:]
B
F
M
S
L
A
xv
kv
kv
kv
koy koy “put” (xAa)
kvt kvt kot kvt kvt kvt “build” (qd)

Initial Egyptian *÷a- (unstressed):
B
F
M
S
L
A
eeeeaaHence:
B
F
M
S
L
A
erow elaw eraw erow araw araw “to him”
*p-÷ac\˚aåf:
peèaw
peèew
paèew
peèew
peèaw
paèew “he said”
Unstressed auslaut vowel: -i versus -e
B
F
M
S
L
A
-i
-i
-e
-e
-e
-e
évpi évpi éope évpe évpe $vpe “happen”
Stressed fronted auslaut vowel: -h versus -e
B
F
M
S
L
A
-e
-h
-h
-e
-e
-e
belle bellh *bellhbLle bLle bLle “blind”

Typical local features of the Sahidic of documentary texts
(after P. E. Kahle Bala’izah)
A
Cairo to Fayyûm, in particular Saqqâra
not the area of a great standard dialect; cf. dialects K and K7, between
B and FM – Hardly any documentary texts attested.
B
Sahidic texts from Fayyûm & neighbourhood of
Heracleopolis
area of F
l for r: passim
b for w, w for b
C
Oxyrhynchus to Bawît\, in particular Ashmunên
area of M/L (?)
h for e, h for [\]
y for \
a for o: not many
b for w, w for b
e for a: rare
-tne for -tN: very important feature, also frequent at Thebes, and
found elsewhere too.

F
Esna to Aswân
very similar to A
Kahle has hardly any data from this area; the following is from texts
that were published later:
a for o: matai for matoi “soldier”; kas for qos “half”; krampe for
qrompe “pigeon”
e for a: peée for paée “half”; h for a: éhèe for éaèe “speak”
a for h: soyan for soyhn “Aswân”
a for initial unstressed e: akvt for ekvt “builder”
k for q: kas for qos “half”; krampe for qrompe “pigeon”; kié for
qiè “hand” ; ekvé for eqvé “Nubian”
àoMt for àomNt “copper”
Typically A: N-érhy, plural of p-éhre “the son”

What is “Old Coptic” ?
Although dictionaries of Coptic use the abbreviation O (or, in
German, Ak, or Altkoptisch) in the same manner as the initials of the
Coptic dialects (A, L, S, M, F, B, etc.), Old Coptic is not the name
of a specific dialect. The term is used for the language and script of
a number of pagan texts that are earlier than, or contemporary with,
early texts of Coptic proper—that is, the early texts of Christian or
Gnostic or Manichaean contents. “Old Coptic” may be primarily
regarded as a term for the writing systems or alphabets of the
respective texts, rather than for their language. The Old Coptic
texts are attempts to canonize the use of additional signs taken from
contemporary Demotic together with the Greek alphabet, for
writing variaties of the Egyptian language in a phonetic way.

The more important OC texts may be grouped, according
to their character, into pagan magical texts and pagan
astrological texts. In addition to texts entirely written in
OC, some OC passages or shorter texts are embedded in
Greek contexts. Furthermore, there are OC glosses in
several demotic magical papyri.
The time range of al these testimonies is from ca. 100
A.D. to the 5th century.

List of Old Coptic Texts
Prayer, or plea, to Osiris:
1. The OC Schmidt Papyrus (present location unknown); first to
second century A.D. Perhaps from the Hermopolitan area.
Horoscopes:
2. The London Horoscope Papyrus (P. London 98); first to second
century A.D.
3. The Michigan Horoscope Papyrus (P. Michigan 6131); second
century A.D. From Soknopaiou Nesos.

Magical spells and prescriptions:
4. The OC passages in the Mimaut Papyrus (P. Louvre 2391);
late third century A.D.
5. The OC passages in the Paris Magical Papyrus (P. Bibl. Nat.
supppl. gr. 574); fourth century A.D. Acquired at Thebes.
6. The OC insertion in the Berlin Magical Papyrus (P. Berlin P
5025); fourth to fifth century A.D. Perhaps from Thebes.

Old Coptic words and glosses in —
• the demotic Magical Papyrus, or “(Bilingual) Gnostic Papyrus,”
of London and Leiden (P. Brit. Mus. 10070, formerly P. Anastasi
1072, and P. Leiden I 383, formerly P. Anastasi 65), third century
A.D. Acquired at Thebes.
• the demotic papyrus of Leiden (P. Leiden I 384); third century
A.D. or slightly later; written by the same scribe as the fore-going.
• the demotic Papyrus of the Louvre Museum (P. Louvre E.
3229, formerly P. Anastasi 1061); third or fourth century A.D.
• the hieratic Tebtunis Onomasticon, preserved in fragments in
Copenhagen, Florence and Berlin, ca. 100 A.D., with Demotic
interlinear translation.

Also compare the Egyptian Oxyrhynchus Papyrus, written in late
Classical Egyptian language and OC script.

In the following:
The OC Schmidt ; first to second century A.D.

It is Esr´mpe, the (daughter) of K´llaouc˚, who
is complaining about
H|ôr, the (son) of Tanesneou. My lord Osiris,
(Lord) of H|asrô ! I complain to you,
do justice to me and H|ôr, the (son) of Tanesneou, concerning what I have done to him and
what he has done
to me. Namely, he does not cohabit with me
(?), I having no
power, I having no protector-son. I am unable
to help (myself). I am childless (?).
There is no one who could complain
concerning me before you (lit. him) because of
H|ôr. . . . I complain
to [you,] … Osiris, listen to my calls! ...

It is Esr´mpe, the (daughter ) of K´llaouc˚ , who is
complaining about H|ôr, the (son) of Tanesneou.
My lord Osiris, (Lord) of H|asrô ! I complain to you, do
justice to me and H|ôr, the (son) of Tanesneou, concerning what I
have done to him and what he has done to me. Namely, he does not
cohabit with me (?), I having no power, I having no protector-son.
I am unable to help (myself). I am childless (?). There is no one
who could complain concerning me before you (lit. him) because
of H|ôr.
……, I complain to [you,] … Osiris, listen to my calls! ……what
he has done to me. Open the way for (lit. Give way to) your
[messengers (?)……] Osiris, (lord) of Abydos,
Osiris [. . . . .] Isis, . . . . ; Ophois (?), Hathor (?), nurse [of] Anubis
the Osiride, the eowherd of ……,
do justice to me !

The additional signs of the Schmidt Papyrus:

The Paris Magical Papyrus

The Paris Magical Papyrus (2)

.........

The Paris Magical Papyrus (3)

The Paris Magical Papyrus (4)

The Paris Magical Papyrus (4)

The Paris Magical Papyrus (5)

The Paris Magical Papyrus (6)

How is late Coptic ?
A very characteristic feature: syllabic N and M loose their nasal
articulation and become vowels, of central articulation, usually
spelled e, or are dropped alltogether.
Mmok > emok, mok
mN > me, etc.
Also, the use of b for w is very typical of late S texts.

